




IF IT WERE GREASED, IT 
WOULD BB ALMOST AS FAST 
AS OVR SOFTWARE. 

The speed of our software shouldn't come as 
a bolt out of the blue. 

After all, our products have been shown to 
greatly reduce the use of computer resources: 
CPU Time, SIOs and the like. Typically by as 
much as 50%. Frequently, even more. 

And that goes for all Syncsort products: 
• SyncSort OS 
• SyncSort DOS 
• SyncSort CMS 
• Syncsort/BACKUP 
• Syncsort/ARCHIVE 
But the best way to see what we can do is 

to see for yourself. To arrange for a test of any 
Syncsort product on your system, call us at 









TheVM Software 

Seminar: 

10,000 
Have Seen It. 

9,900 
Have Loved It! 

Reserve Your Place Today 

U.S. (800)562-7100, 
Canada (800)53^-5128, 
or (703) 264-8413 













Get the 
SASSystem. 
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For just $599* the new 965 gives 
you ASQ1, ANSI and IBM* PC com 

programmable editing keys, a: 
128 programmable function k 

The new 965’s versatility is 
unparalleled. It supports 23 ter¬ 
minal emulations, more than any 
other model in. its class. %u even 
get your choice of ASCII, ANSI or 
IBM Enhanced PC keyboard styles. 

There’s a H' flat display in 
green or page-white with crisp, dear 
characters in a high-resolution 10x16 
matrix. A 2-position keyboard with 
a true accounting keypad, 20 user- 

128 programmable function keys. 
The 965 can display up to 49 

data lines, enough to show large 
spreadsheets or two normal display 
pages of text at the same time. No 
other terminal this affordable can 
do that. 

The 965’s state-of-the-art single 
board design uses a 16-bit CPU and 
sophisticated gate array to give you 
a high-performance, very reliable 
terminal with a full one-year end- 
user limited warranty. 

TheSeS . A whole ne 
in tenninals from TeleVideo. Callus 

Call 1-800-835-3228 
___.. - .. .'i 





VIEWPOINT 

Clear but cloudy 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

More sound and fury over Section 1706 



VIEWPOINT 





Presenting the powerful Equity” line of 

personal computers from Epson. 

The Epson* Equity I+, H+ and IH+ are 

fast, affordable, XT7AT* compatible machines 

offering you an outstanding choice of speed, 

power, expandability and options. 

do with what makes it an Epson. 

Inspired performance, intelligent design, 

legendary reliability. All for an exceptional 

value. 

That’s the reason you buy an Epson. 

WHEN VOVVE GOT AN EPSON, 
YOU’VE GOT A LOT OF COMPMUIl™ 



V\feVe Decided Tb 
Call Off The 

Competition Between 
ijjivi aiiu iiuvin 

It no longer matters which 
3270 emulation will become the 
reigning standard. 

Because now you can have 
compatibility with both IBM and 
IRMA using AST's two new micro¬ 

solutions: AST-3270/CoaxIIA” for 
IBM Personal System/2” Models 
50,60 and 80; and AST-3270/ 
CoaxD” for AST Premium” 
Computer products and 
PC-based systems. 

Which means 
you can run all 

cation software 
designed to run 
on either IBM 
or IRMA hardware today. Or take 
advantage of our new family of 
high-function, 3270 emulation 
software for CUT, DFT and 

Whichever software you choose. 

your organization’s investment 
will be protected from obso¬ 
lescence caused by the introduc¬ 
tion of new 3270 devices or 

of existing soft-loadable instruc¬ 
tion sets, or even the development 
of totally new instruction sets. 

So, whenever new terminal 
devices or new protocols 

come on the 
market, AST will 
offer diskette- 
based microcode 
upgrades. 

It's that simple. 
And a lot less trouble. 

Next time you need to make a 
micro-to-mainframe communi¬ 
cation choice, go for a knockout 
and choose to have it all from AST. 

For information on our trial 

evaluation program call us today 
(714) 863-1480, or fill out the 
coupon below and mail it to 





INTRODUCING 
KNOWLEDGE B 
. PRODUCTION 

the companies described, you could only 

benefit from knowledge-based systems if 

you had a great deal of money, people and A 

time to make them work. 

Until now. 

The practical breakthrough: 

Full integration with IBM and 

A major computer company 

is saving over $25 million 

a year on product ordering 

and configuration, thanks 

to expert systems they devel¬ 

oped in-house. 

A leading financial services company 

has substantially reduced bad credit losses 

with a computerized system they developed 

based on artificial intelligence. 

These are true stories. Yet expert sys¬ 

tems still have not taken a serious place in 

the business world. 

Why? Because they've been available 

only on specialized systems using esoteric 

languages like LISP and PROLOG. So, like 

Now AlCorp has developed a knowledge 

base management system called KBMS that 
is ready to take its place-along with data¬ 

base management and fourth-generation 

languages-as a major competitive business 
tool. 

KBMS is a mainstream software sys¬ 

tem that is an extension of conventional DP 

practices. It provides seamless, high-level 

integration with your existing applications 

and databases. 

The system runs under major IBM 

operating systems, teleprocessing systems 

and database management systems. It can 

be integrated with your existing applications 

by calling a KBMS module from a standard 

COBOL program, or vice versa. It even has 

the speed and processing power to be used 

in high-volume, transaction processing 

applications. 

AT LAST, A PRACTICAL KNOWLED 
FOR YOUR IBM MAINF 



KBMS; THE FIRST 
ASE SYSTEM FOR 
APPLICATIONS. 

Perhaps most important of all, you can 

implement KBMS using the experience, 

hardware and software investment you have 

in place already._■ 

Implement a new class ofappucations. 

KBMS makes it possible for you to develop 

practical solutions for whole new applica¬ 

tions areas-applications that are strategic 

and crucial to your business, but simply 

have been too complex to solve with tradi¬ 

tional, procedural programming approaches. 

For example, manufacturing companies 

can use KBMS to build an expert system for 

reviewing every incoming order for proper 

configuration. Insurance companies can use 

it for underwriting decisions to guarantee 

that corporate policy is always followed. 

Energy generating companies can use it to 

better predict energy needs. And financial 

organizations can use KBMS to enforce 

credit approval guidelines. 
Any business problem that is complex, 

governed by many interrelated rules and 

policies, and subject to frequent change is a 

candidate for KBMS._ 

HOW KBMS WORKS. . __ 

KBMS, which stands for Knowledge Base 

Management System, incorporates the four 

key techniques of AI programming metho¬ 

dologies: goal-directed reasoning (backward 

chaining), data-driven reasoning (forward 

chaining), hypothetical reasoning, and 

object-oriented programming. 

By combining these techniques in one 

integrated system, KBMS gives your busi¬ 

ness applications the full "reasoning" power 

of expert systems technology, allowing you 

to address a wide range of applications with 

a single product.___ 

A FREE SEMINAR WILL SHOW YOU HOW 

KBMS CAN GIVE YOU A COMPETITIVE 

ADVANTAGE TODAY. CALL (617) 890-8400. 

AlCorp, a developer of Al-based mainframe 

applications for more than 10 years, and the 

creator of the INTELLECT" natural lan¬ 

guage system, is holding a series of seminars 

that will show you how KBMS can provide 

a measurable, significant and immediate 

return on investment for your company. 

To register for the seminar in your 

area, please call (617) 890-8400. AlCorp, 

100 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02254-9156. 

AICORP 
Bringing AI Software to Business 

GE BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
RAME ENVIRONMENT. 



The 
Data General 
difference? 
individual 
attention’.’ 

Data General’s working partnership 
is helping Maguire Insurance Group 

Is goals. 
ier of property and 
i marketplace. 

- --— -i a computer system 
thal supports their superior customer service, while giving them the 
flexibility to take advantage of market opportunities. 

They turned to Data General in 1985 to replace outdated 
accounting and baling systems. By 1986 they were running a number 

c—■:— i—ti-'2 rvgKtnai officeson 

re. Chairman, 

in 1987, when Maguire launched a n 
u fey again chose d ffe 

abrlilwmost-effectively provide tailor-made solutions ortoeasily 
integrate all kinds of applications. Most importantly to Maguire, ‘It is 
the value which Data General places on our business. It's their individ- 

d respond to our 

-----s. Let us tell you 
how in the latest issue of PROFILES. Send in the coupon below, or 
call us at F800-DATAGEN. In Canada, call 416-823-7830. 

4 w Data General 

CALL 1-800-DATAGEN 





If you want the best 
there's only 

Whether you want the best portable or desktop, the best 
80286- or 80386-based personal computer, there is only 

one choice: Compaq. Because COMPAQ personal computers are 
consistently rated the best in each class by both industry experts 
and sophisticated users. 

For instance, the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 and the 
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386are the most powerful personal comput¬ 
ers in the world. Both are based on the 32-bit Intel* 80386 micropro¬ 
cessor, running at a blazing 20 MHz. Both offer the most storage and 
memory in their classes. And both feature performance enhance¬ 
ments such as concurrent bus architecture, disk caching, and high¬ 
speed coprocessor options. All of these features work together to 
deliver system performance that rivals minicomputers'. 

The groundwork for these innovations was laid by the indus¬ 
try's first 80386-based personal computer, the 16-MHz COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386. Still outperforming most 80386 machines, it offers 
high-performance capabilities to users moving up to this class. 

In the arena of 80286-based personal computers, the 12-MHz 
COMPAQ DESKPRO286 runs your software up to 20% faster than 
most of its 10-MHz competitors. 

No (me even OOmCS clofif to flnmpaq in portable imputing 
Because no one but Compaq builds portables with all the features 
sophisticated users need. The 20-Ib. COMPAQ PORTABLE m is the 
smflllpst 80286-failSfd mmpiifpr thaf truly givre yrui »Kp 
power of a desktop. And the COMPAQ PORTABLE II still offers 
more internal expansion capabilities than any other portable. 



personal amputer, 
one choice. 

Computer users at every level will find that COMPAQ com¬ 
puters represent the best solutions. We've consistently expanded 
the limits of personal computer technology with advanced features 
that optimize overall system performance. All while preserving 
your investment in industry-standard hardware and die world's 
largest library of business software. Compaq also works to engi¬ 
neer each computer to meet exacting quality and reliability stan¬ 
dards, so it's ready to withstand the rigors of the real world. 

These are all reasons why Compaq earns the highest quality 
ratings from computer expats. And unsurpassed satisfaction 
ratings from computer users? It's also why, this year, more 
FORTUNE 1000 corporations plan to add Compaq to their 
approved vendor lists than any other brand} 

If you want the best personal computer, you have only one 
choice. Call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 50. Or, in Canada, cal) 
1-800-263-5868, Operator 50. We'll give you a free brochure or the 
location of the Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealer nearest you. 

It simply works better. 









Automated operations 
start with AutoMate/ivivs 
Introducing automated operations 
to your data center may seem like 
an enormous task if you're unsure 
of where to start. Head in the right 
direction with AutoMate/MVS, 
the first automated operations 
product from Duquesne Systems. 
AutoMate/MVS is a full function, 
rule-based automation tool that 
solves many operation problems in 
today's complex MVS data centers. 

As the volume of online transaction 
processing increases, operations 
personnel face increasing amounts 
of low-level repetitive tasks and 
decision making. Service-level 
objectives become more difficult 
to meet, and the chance of human 



It was five short years ago that DCA first between mainframes, PCs and the new IBM 
introduced you to IRMA! Personal System/2” models. While MacIRMA” 

Since then, over half a million IBM”PC”XI7' connects mainframes with Macintosh IIs 
AT”and compatible users have made our and SEs. All with the same 3270 emulation 
IRMA family the industry standard in 3270 features your risers have been familiar with 
micro-to-mainframe communications. for, well, five years now. 

But now, IRMA 2 provides connectivity And what's good news for you is all of our 



rame's view of DCA. 
prcxiucts can support the DCA and IBM twinax and asynchronous communications, 
mainframe file transfer software you probably So, at a time when you're under the gun 
already have installed in TSO, CMS and QCS to preserve your company's investments in 
environments. hardware, software, training and support, we 

What's mote, DCA has products for every can provide some help. Its called consistency, 
connectivity option. Including coax, SDLC, For a closer look, call DCA 
LAN gateways, LAN workstation software, at 1-800-241-IRMA, ext 504 



SOFTWARE* SERVICES 

Tandy Computers: 
Because there is 
no better value.™ 

Tandy Business Solutions 
Design your system around 
the broadest selection 

of PCs in the industry. 









amdahl 
The Satisfying Choice 

FartmtoMywiagoodpartofthe 
stay. Bri not all of II 

As Fortune reported in its recent 
“Who Serves Customers Best” 
story, Datapro's 1987 Computer 
Users Survey ranked Amdahl serv¬ 
ice tops. 

But this isn’t all the Datapro 
survey had to say about us. 

It also ranked us first in tech¬ 
nical support, software support and 
ease of systems operation. 

And second in timeliness of 
installation, compatibility, power/ 
energy efficiency and performance 
vis-a-vis expectations. 

But Datapro’s most important 
finding was this: 

97% of our customers 
said they’d recommend 
us to another user in 

fc.t»i— im their situation. 

That’s the highest percentage in 
the industry. 

Which suggests that when you 
choose Amdahl, you not only get 
superior service and support, you 
get superior products as well. 

Take it from our customers. 
They’re the reason we’re a 1.5 

billion dollar company today, with 
7500 employees, manufacturing 
plants in North America and 
Europe, and sales/support facilities 
worldwide. 





BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 55 NEPTUNE. NJ 07754 

COMPUTBWORLD 
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 1565 

ie, NJ 07754-9916 

COMPUTERWOKLD 
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 1565 
Neptune, NJ 07754-9916 



MICROCOMPUTING 

SMALL 

TALK 

Jeffrey Tarter 

Info tools 
show promise 

At Comdex/ 
■ ■Fall, a group of 

No more Mister Nice Guy; Esber says gloves 

are off as Ashton-Tate regains fighting trim 
In the last aix weeks, Ashton- IV was announced moM, Aahfon-Totw took a 
Tate Carp, has grabbed the per- early: major fww .wlpw. ol It. comp.fi 
sonal computer industry bv the corporate buying cy- Hon. Will you bo taking o 

skeptics io take a cles are longer, and bolder stone* with corn- 
second look at the Torrance. as advance Informa- pwfitors? 
Calif.-based software firm. With bon began to get AshtonTate clearly tried to tea 

relatively ob- 
scure ^°rma' 

PHSES’ 
one of the hottest stories in 
town. Industry analysts and con¬ 
ference panelists were almost 
unanimous in predicting steep 
growth rates for the new cate¬ 
gory, and the crowds of curios- 

gji w 
itH de^LTaS^ Today, we'rTdown to fight- 
Spfl m and jhird-pam mg weight. weYe bringing cm 

■ news out, it was pos- thanthebest. 

Jlfl tomers vmuld pause What affect wM Dbaso IV 
in their purchase of hovo on th« Dbosa donas? 
products unless we If we continue to move technol- 

— at which Lotus's Agenda in¬ 
formation manager was un¬ 

to roll. ™ 
Since then, the ballyhoo has 

died down considerably. Most of 
the new information managers. 

vaporware stage, and the few 
titles that have actually shipped 
are generating only a trickle of 
sales. A fair number of people 
are beginning to wonder if this 

to much. "Why do I need to 
computerize my Rolodex?" a se¬ 
nior analyst at The Yankee 
Group asked a large users group 
meeting recently. Nobody had 

^Of course, roost genuine 

showing of to "electronic 

tesstbantwo dozen people 
showed up. When Visicalc ap¬ 
peared, I was working as an edi- 

rine. loaned down a Vjsiafc 

| meed that the program had no 

eroded Ashton-Tate s share ol s.htnn tins', CiArr nnnfi du 
the PC data base market, and the ^ 
firm faces a crushing wave of 

mg’data ba^bHiit ” 

spoke with CtmpnUrwortd onnoucomont with Dboao 
West Coast correspondent Ste- IV. Hovo your cornpoHtoes 
phen Jones about the company's forced you Mo Iku vapor 

Gupta’s SQLbase makes 
friends, influences users 

BYlULiEmTA s.-SSsaSSSSlil 
we want," said Tony Pizi, Mer- 

Gupta Technologies, Inc.'s rill Lynch & Co.’s assistant vice- 
SQLbase is winning friends president of personal computer 

users these days with its ability ers, Pbd said there was some res 
to deliver features currently un- luctance at Merrill Lynch to go 

'"hlany users were skeptical sjvei'therewreotdyWamtoy- 

Rocky- let tnem jokxw wnat ogy. we wuiDeatxe to maintain a 

13-dty tour during which sever- the technology mJ3ba*JV, 

™a°Jr^iO^i^^Si0n vi^reajSw^°battaaadS 
I still prefer to announce and doing a Clint Eastwood, we're 

ship at the same time, and we saying. “Let the doner be- 
will do that whenever possible. •ware." 
At tha Obasa IV announca- Qmlmntd on pageffi 

since the Lotus agreement.1' signer for Manufacturers Han- 
The product's technology re- nover Corp.'s data base project. 

cently received a boost in credi- said he is mostly satisfied witb 
bdity with an endorsement by SQLbase but has encountered 

LotusEtewriofxnentCdii^ Morse said be discovered a 
Richard Fmltebtem. senior conflict between Microsoft 

Codd and Date Consulting Icon, Inc's Prooet 1344 card. 
Group, sad, "People who need causing garbage to be written oo 

any concerns about data base in- though the^prohlem^was^not 

SQLbase allows the server to remam anonymous, said he also 
act as a traffic cop, directing only experienced some corruption of 

about the product because its ees when we first started using it requested data toward different his dau base. Howev^. he^ap- 

^tSuaiSr'Sith^ ^ Jl^^th^rae tteoSy wrtmd^S^ down on IcIS- ties. "W^tad a few problems. 

tknT most haw'been tofy SmeSsyer^noirthan whra we ^ ^ with any new produa After all. 

■IB 
performance problems assodat- the problems associated with Continudmpatt*6 
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desktop publishing 
up speed 

One exception is the IBM Personal 
Publishing System. Our system features a 
co-processor in the PC, and a high-speed 

with our 286 and 386 microprocessors, 

*What’s more, IBM makes it easy to get 
out of the starting blocks. 

The IBM PS/2 Models 50,60 or 80, 
with the Personal Publishing option, and 

the IBM SolutionFhc" Personal Publishing 
System (available with the Model 30) give 
you everything you need to turn drab 
documents into something dramatic. 

The system includes Microsoft’s* 
Windows, Aldus' RigeMaker* and Adobe 
Systems' PistScript* It also includes the 
Personal Pigeprintet IBM's laser printer 
and a complete service and support plan. 

The system that saves you time 
can now save you*1,000. 

Right now, IBM is offering a $1,000 
rebate on the IBM PS/2 Model 80 with 
Personal Publishing. To find out more 
about our $1,000 rebate, and The Bigger 
Picture in personal publishing systems. 



r 

Service in a whole new light. 

ALCATEL COATELCO* 

Mo tSSSm U hon 
ond Key Systems Shipping Systems 

SmalfandM_ 
PABX and Key Systems 

Controllers and Displays 



Actually, Alcatel is a synergy of leading 
information processing and communica¬ 
tions companies working together to offer 
you the systems and services your business 
needs to compete, prosper and grow. 

Such companies as Alcatel SEKVCOM. 
For nearly 20 years, SEKVCOM has 

maintained and serviced over 400 types 
of data processing and communications 
equipment—from PCs to PABXs to 
mainframes. 

And Alcatel SEKVCOM does everything 
from on-site service and depot repair to 
installation, relocation and whole unit 
refurbishment 

In fact SEKVCOM’s reputation for 
quality service—customized to the way 
your company does business—has estab¬ 
lished SEKVCOM as one of the leading 
independent service organizations in 
North America. 

Now as part of $13 billion Alcatel, 
SEKVCOM shares the technical, financial 

For more information on the Alcatel companies, 
call 1-800-556-1234 (ext 247) or in California 1-800441-2345 (ext 247); 

r write Alcatel Business Systems, 1623 Buckeye Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035. 





If you’re looking 
for powerful 

software to solve 
your network 

problems... 



...you should 
You could invest thousands of dollars That vision begins withNetW&re,* the 

in network hardware. Or hundreds of recognized standard for local area network 
thousands. Yet to fully realize your net- operating systems. With an installed base 
work’s potential, you need the right of over a million workstations, NetWare 
software. puts power in the hands of network users 

That’s why you should be seeing at all levels: from ELS NetWare, for entry- 
Novell for total network software solutions. level solutions, to SFT”NetWtte, provid- 

As a networking leader, Novell has ing high-performance system fault tolerant 
pioneered the tremendous rise in PC- networking. 
based networks. Today, Novell’s vision Beyond NetVfere, Novell offers PCOX" 
of networking starts at the desktop and software for linking PCs and LANs with 
expands outward toward the goal of total mainframes and minicomputers. And bridg- 
computer connectivity. ing software to connect separate LANs. 



Novell also provides programming 

tools like MHS, and Btrieve* and XQL* 

file management software. Plus extensive 
sigjport for independent developers of 

network applications. 
With all these software products and 

more, Novell gives greater flexibility and 
reliability to your network. And pushes the 
total networking spectrum closer to seam¬ 

less connectivity. 

End your search for powerful network 

software. See your Authorized Novell Gold 
Reseller, or call 1-800-LANKIND. 

For more information, call from your 

modem 1-800-444^472 (300-1200 baud, 
8 bit, noparity, 1 stop bit) and enter the access 

codeNVSOF7. 

For network solutions, 
you should be seeing red. 







MICOM’S 
BLUEPRINT 
SOLUTIONS 
LET YOU 
BUILD A 
SOPHISTICATED 
VOICE/DAIA 
NETWORK THAT’S 
AFFORDABLE. 



■ MICOM’s new 
Packet networking 
products combine 
dynamic routing 
and switching capa¬ 
bilities with very 
sophisticated net¬ 
work management. 

The result? An efficient, simple-to-operate, eco¬ 
nomical tool for building a Wide Area Network. 

And, finally, MICOM’s advanced Access prod¬ 
ucts allow you to connect end user equipment 
on the desk and in the computer room to your 
T1 and Packet networks. These products in¬ 
clude Data PABXs, Protocol Converters, Packet 
Assembler/Disassemblers and Multiplexors 

for data and voice. 
The “open network” philosophy inherent 

•in BLUEPRINT solutions lets you use our Tl, 
Packet and Access products singly or together. 
With excellent results either way. This means 
that you only need purchase the capability you 
actually require. 

So call or write today for our brochure that 
tells the complete networking story. Find out 
why, with BLUEPRINT, you can’t affordlo pass 
up the opportunity to build a sophisticated 
voice/data network. i 1-800-MICOM US 

*■ 

m/cam 



STRATUS INTRODUCES THE XA2000 MODELS 50 AND 70. 

NbwOlIPisvvilhin 
reach. 

With the introduction of the XA2000 Mod¬ 
els 50 and 70, Stratus has extended its OLTP 
platform. Making it easier than ewer for you 
to extend your business. 

Our new Models 50 and 70 represent an 
economical yet powerful on-line transaction 
processing solution to the cost and perfor- 
mance issues of local processing. 

Included are all 

the lowest cost per 

transaction, transparent fault tolerance, rapid- 
fire processing, and modular expandability. 
All neatly packaged in a compact 34" or 54" 
chassis that you can install anywhere. 

ALLTHE RIGHT 
CONNECTIONS. 

The Models 50 and 70 provide fast links to 
Stratus hosts or other vendors’ systems. And 
they offer more communications options than 
ever including an ingenious new independent 
subsystem that efficiendy takes charge of 
communications, leaving your CPU’s free to 
process transactions, and allowing you to 
easily custom design an OLTP network that 
meets your own needs. 

SERVICE 
COULDNT BE EASIER. 

All our XA2000 systems are so advanced, 
they self-diagnose and, if necessary, dial fa- 
help themselves - while your application 
keeps running at top speed! And our compre¬ 
hensive Remote Service Network ensures 
that no matter how far away you are, you are 
connected to the Stratus Customer Assis¬ 
tance Center for immediate personal attention. 

Today, major firms worldwide in financial 
services, brokerage, manufacturing retailing 

and tetecommurucations rely on Stratus 
technology to build global OLTP networks. 
With the introduction of the XA2000 Models 
50 and 70, the Stratus OLTP platform 
becomes even more accessible. For more 
information, call your local Stratus repre¬ 
sentative or phone (617) 460-2192. 

The OLTP Solution. 
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IRMA 
+1BM 

For $395 
MAINLINKII BY QUADRAM—A BEST BUY 

Link Us design allows for soft-loaded microcode. 
This means future features and e 
be added with just a diskette. 

..In Terminal Emulation . MamUnkiiu«ttcard ^ « 
install it many laptop PC—such as the Datavue* 

Rot the last time, you can haw terminal SNAP"—drat accepts addon boards. You can 
■Illation that's IRMA®, IRMA 2* and IBM® turn that PC moo a truly portable terminal. The 

Jeter-compatible And it costs just $395 per half card also saves precious space inside the case of 
I adapter board, or $545 with easy-to-use MainLink desktop and‘luggable’PCs. 
| II emulation and file-transfer (IND$) software. 

Future Compatibility 

IBM And IRMA On 
One Board 

There’s no need to learn new macros or I keyboard layout. And the same adapter gives you 
IRMA plus IBM far much less than either board 

h standards in one adapter 
i maintain access to the huge 1 library of applications that were developed for 

IRMA. And you’ll be ready for OS/2™ and the 
growing list of IBM API-compatible software. 

Innovative, Efficient 
Design 

I chip technology. That let us slash the number of 

New Version For 
MICROCHANNEL" BUS 

ve board also draws less power and tuns cooler, 



No matter how smoothly your CICS operations In addition, STABIUZE/CICS corrects corruption 
are running, problems can develop that seriously of TCA, UFO Stacks, Register Save Areas, CICS 
aflect your system's stability. Systems Recowry abend loops and vital CICS tables 

STABIUZr/QCS from On-Une Software repairs And best of all, STABIUZE/OCS won't degrade 
abnormal CICS system conditions in real time, your response time while OCS Is running 
which dramatically increases your system avail- Stabilize your OCS system. Call today to request 

abends and loops on-line. And, to prevent ptob- product trial or information on our reseller program 
lems from recurring, diagnostic data is available On Line Software International, Inc., Two Eiecutive 
on-line or in a complete, concise report—reducing Drive, Fort Lee, NJ 07024. 

tops. u P° onso ***** 800-642-0177 
STABIUZE/CICS can protect all of your CICS re- In Canada, •U6-671 2272/Eurcpe, 441A313696 

gions simultaneously. And you can vary the levels 
of STABIUZE/CICS protection—bom diagnostics 

On-Line Software International 
tion regions. Autliorities in IBM*Software 

Wangjoins 

GTE trial 

STABILIZE/aCS. The Automatic CICS System Repair/Diagnostic Tboi 





Speed and endurance 
you can bet on. 

Introducing a true thoroughbred among 
24-wire printers, the new Hewlett-Packard 
RuggedWriter 480. It's the fastest printer 
in its class pounding out letter quality text 
at a furious 240 cps. And breaking the 
record for draft copies at 480 cps. So you 
get a full page of text in less than 10 
seconds flat. 

We take the lead in endurance, too. 
Our new RuggedWriter printer outlasts 
the competition by a langshot. Running a 
strong 20,000 hours MTBF, RuggedWriter 
reliability pays off big in keeping your 

printing. For everything from spreadsheets 
to memos to multi-part forms. 

The RuggedWriter 480 printer performs 
equally well for one person or five. On 
either a personal computer or small 
business system. 

So take an inside tip and put your 
money on the industry frontrunner, the HP 
RuggedWriter 480 printer. Call your local 
HP sales office or dial 1-800-752-0900, 
ext. 905A and ask for the RuggedWriter 
East Pack. It’s a sure bet. 



comes with over 50, 
Users of over50,000 Honeywel Bui DPS6micro, mini, and 

supemwicompu^v^lelyajIhesamethrigifrofTimanuiac- 
turing, to ineuranoe, to retailing and pubic serwce, the DPS 6 
tamiy is unparaleled as a business computer 

Whether you’re tooling for one computer to automate a small 
business, or a network of thousands of systems to run a world- 
vwde organization, there are many reasons to choose toe 
DPS6famiy 

First, the DPS6family is supported byaoomprehenswe range 
of mulifunctional software. Whether you're looking for office auto* 
mation, data entry, data base management, transaction process¬ 
ing, or industry appfcations software, Honeywel Bui can help 
meet your needs. 

Seoorto, toe DPS 6farrtiy combines networking to IBM art 
Honeywel Bui mainframes with support for IBM and compatible 
FC's. This aloes you to add value to your current hardware invest- 

Customers are more important t 



of minicomputers 
000 references. 

Rnaly, the DPS 6 family is supported by Honeywel Bui's 
lbtalCare™ worldwide service network. With 24 hour hcttnes, 
remote and orvsite maintenance, and customer education and 
training, TbtelCare provides the most ratable service avaiaHe. 

Listen to 50,000 votes of oonMeroe. Invest in Honeywel Bui's 
DF$ 6 famiy of computers. Cal 1-800-543-6699, Department 27 
for more rtormeioaawitetoHoneywelBii Inc., MS440, 
200 Smith SL,Vtfolham,MA 02154. 

han computers. Honeywell Bull 





Make these “people” laugh, 
and you could win 

$100 worth of software. 

Announcing the 
1988 Computerworld button contest! 

t 
YES, I'd like to enter Computerworld's ridiculous button 
contest. My two slogans are written below. I understand 
the rules above, and realize that these entries will t 
become the property of Computerworld. I hope your '• 
judges can read! 



Will the computer decisions 
voumake today prepare vou for 
where vou need to be tomorrow? 

Anticipating the future is usually the difference between success and anything 
short of it. 

We not only understand that difference, we’ve built an entire business around it. 
We’re NYNEX Business Centers, a 

national organization which is a part of one 
of the biggest telecommunications com¬ 
panies in the world. 

We sell the best computers from the 
best manufacturers, including IBM, Apple 
and COMPAQ. But before we do, we offer 
you a vision of where you are now and 

where you may be headed. 
This is no mere sketch of your future 

needs. We help you build modular; systems 
approaches to equipment and software pur¬ 
chases. To assist with a smooth installation, 
we pretest all the hardware and software we 
sell. Plus, should you require it, we can also 

provide technical support from NYNEX systems engineers. And we do all this with a 
sharp eye on your bottom line. 

Naturally, we can network everything we sell. And we can plan your current hard¬ 
ware needs to accommodate systems growth through upgrades and add ons. We can 
also train your people to use most everything you buy fern us. 

But most important, we know how to avoid quick fixes which may cheat you in 

the future. So why not contact your NYNEX Business Center representative for a longer- 
term solution? 

It could be the one decision you make today which puts you in charge of where 
you’ll be tomorrow 

The answer is NYNEX. 
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How our storage products’technology can boost 
your systems’productivity. No. 2 in a series. 

Fully sealed. Rms cool. 
Hts under an alipiane seat 
Andcomes4toabox. 

Amdahl Corporation 
1250 East Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3470 

Do you know what it is? It all adds up to greater productivity. 
It’s one of our direct access storage That’s our DASD technology’s 

device’s (DASD) disk enclosures, ultimate value to you. And you can’t 
and it delivers improved reliability, get it anywhere else, 
improved availability and greater For specs on our full line, call your 
compactness. local Amdahl representative. 

Here* why: 
It’s small —60 lbs. vs. 140 for the 

industry standard’s—because its 
disks are small—10.5" in diameter 
vs. 14" for the industry standard’s. 

This is why these disks can be 
sealed inside their enclosures... 
which makes them less susceptible 
to environmental contamination. 

It’s also why we’re able to service 
our DASDs fast.. .which reduces 
downtime, increases availability. 

amdahl 
The VA T.ITK Choice 



Even if Bill’s ditch 
digger doesn’t get you, 
lightning will. Or ice 
storms. Or squirrels. 

The fact is, you 
can’t afford to 
your systems to 
erratic outside power. 

Even a minor disturbance in power undermines your 

BackhoeBillls systems availability 

About Tb Give people. And erodes 

Another Systems 
.roupAMemoiabk <«, 

fl Powerware Systems, 
liilvil lUUI 1* Utterly reliable power 

solutions only from Exide Electronics. Cool,. 

for virtually all installations. Backed by t 
strongest customer support group in the industry 

And expressly designed to keep folks like Backhoe 
Bill out of your status reports. 

Call 1-800-554-3448 for more information on 
Powerware Systems and the company that stands behind 
them. In North Carolina, please call 1-800-554-3449. 

■EXIDE-ELECTRONICS North 









SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS 

PRODUCTS t Corp. VAX o jg output. Up to 16 
.J I/O are 

men! system for its Clipper se¬ 
ries of 32-bit microprocessors. standard sottwart 

Housed in a 12- by 12- by 15- the Cfot operating sy 

and screen copy and ASCII print speeds of up to 19.2K hit/aec. jumper-selectable for in, 
>p unit, the system resources. has been announced by Interna- output in groups of eight 
ha Clipper C100 com- The Clipper Development tional Data Acquisition & The HMC/1000 costs $995. 
ine and separate I/O System is priced at $11,950. Control, Inc. International Data Acquisi- 

Intergraph, 2400 Geng Road. Called the IDAC/ lOOO, the tioo & Control, P.O. Box 397. 
mo- Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. 415- stand-alone peripheral has a Four Limbo Lane, Amherst. 
SM- 852-2365. 32K-byte firmware operating N.H. 03031.603-6734)765. 

Hcwtopewnta 
(miputer ftotaomiiig 

Ybur company has a great deal invested i 
microcomputing. And one of your major chal¬ 
lenges is to optimize that investment. 

Lotus* Symphony* enables your PC 
users to get the most out of their hardware, and 
themselves. It provides all the power and versa¬ 
tility today's busy managers need in their multi 

In a angle package, Lotus Symphony com¬ 
bines spreadsheet, word processing, graphics, 
database and communications, putting five key 
business tools at their fingertips 

For PC users that means it’s easy to 
move from one application to another, and 
they only have to learn one program. Ebr you 
it means just one package to evaluate, teach 
and support. 

Unlike many integrated packages, the 

depth of each Symphony application is not sacri¬ 
ficed for the sake of integration. Each function 
is powerful enough to meet the users growing 
computing needs. In fed, the Symphony spread¬ 
sheet is based on the same technology as 1-2-3? 
the industry standard. 

And Lotus Symphony includes macros 
and a sophisticated command language for 
custom applications. 

Plus, the newest version of Symphony, 
Release 2.0, has no copy protection and includes 
many new features, such as enhanced data¬ 
base and word processing, a spelling checker 
and text outliner, and faster spreadsheet 
performance. I- 

So.don’t let the poten¬ 
tial of your PCs go unfulfilled. 

Let Lotus Symphony 
help you get the most out 
of your investment. 

_LotiisSyn^ta^2D 

:r spreadsheet 

i 

Prices start at $3,295. 
AK Systems. 20741 Manila 

St.. Chatsworth, Calif. 91311. 
818-709-8100. 

Model VY1962, a 19-in. 
monitor, and VL2462, a 24-in. 
monitor, offer 1.152- by 900- 
pixel displays. They are plug- 
compatible with the Sun-3/50. 
Sun-3/60 and Sun-3/100 work- 

The Model VYl«89i 

__l* 5740 Gi 
de Drive. Minnetonk 
55343.612-935-4151. 

Printers/Piottors 

Diablo 630 ECS and Hewlett- 

are printed at a rraohiuon of 300 
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EXECUTIVE REPORT 
AIRLINE MIS 

Carriers land profits 
by empowering DP units 
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THERE are only 
so many air¬ 
planes that can 

go up and down off that 
concrete at any point 
in time.” 

MICHAEL PERIE 
FEDERAL AVIATION 

ADMINISTRATION 

Unisys computer systems 

programming hours, 

instead of wasting 

them, because you won't 

have to use obsolete 

languages to maintain 

software. 
With our fourth- 

generation languages 

you can quickly develop 

new applications and 

software system 

Backlog is dramatically 

reduced, and software 

modification becomes 

last and simple. 

Also, a Unisys 4GL 
increases programming 

efficiency by a factor of trying to make 
10 or more your programming hours 

And that's a promise more effective, you'll 

you haven't heard from be working with 

our competition. professionals who know 

Unisys is a $10 billion how to help a business 

international information like yours, 

systems company We believe that by 
offering integrated providing better 

hardware and software information you can 

solutions that maximize make better decisions, 
your company's And a system that lets 

productivity. From micro you make the most of 
to mainframe, our your programming hours 

product line grows to is undeniably a better 

meet your specific decision, 
needs BETTER INFORMATION. 

Our people have BETTER DECISIONS, 

career experience in a 

wide range of industries, 

from communiLd! ons to 

ISYS 
The power of2 
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Businessland 
Networking 

The Businessland* Gold Plan is the first total support network. A systems engineer. A trainer. Technical and 
program to ensure successful PC networking. Very good corporate support professionals. All headed up by an 
news if you’re experiencing pre-network nervousness. account manager. 

It’s a guarantee that, from day one, Businessland will Unlike other support programs, the Gold Plan begins 
be there with you. Helping to keep your network up and at the beginning. With the initial planning and reviews 
productive. that enable your Businessland systems engineer to design 

The heart of this plan is your Businessland network the network to fit your needs, 
support team. One experienced group, responsible for It covers you through the hardware and the software 
the design, installation, service and maintenance of your installation. 



Introduces 
WthANet 

As well as file maintenance, user set-up, menus, If you’re preparing to make tout networking ded- 
application installation, delivery and system tests. sion, talk to Businessland and find out more about the 

It means we’ll be there to train your network admin- Gold Plan, 
istratar, and assures ongoing post-sale consulting, on-site Call (800) 323-1000. We’ll tell you how to contact the 
reviews and continuing support Plus instant access to Businessland nearest you for a free consultation, 
our technical experts via an 800 phone line. 

There’s even a unique service that lets us access your 
network by phone for remote diagnosis. And, in many 
cases, instant repair. A Different Kind of Computer Company 







CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 1565 
Neptune, NJ 07754-9916 

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 1565 
Neptune, NJ 07754-9916 



IBM PC orphans 
hang on to a good thing 

If you resist switching to the PS/2 — for whatever reason — here are your alternatives 
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family of modems. The widest 

• "If you are buying . 286 machine to- 
day," Realia's Sokol says, “you ready are 
facing a binary teat Does it boot OS/2?” 
The answer will be a dear yes or no, giv¬ 
ing buyers a simple criterion if they are 
planning to upgrade their existing ma- 





The party’s not over—yet 





T-l Risk Management Spotlight 

JuryR^gedNetworic 
Up until it broke down, it wasn’t a bad network. However, the jury is still 

out on who’s responsible for fixing it. 

How To Choose The Right Rutner. 
■four task here is very simple. Measure us 
against anyone else in the held. 

We believe you’ll find nobody even come 
close to the General, General DataComm. 
For a number of very good reasons. 

With nearly 20 years of industry leader- 
- ship, the largest installed 

T-l customer base, and by 
hr the broadest line of 
communications products, 

his isn't a fairy tale, but it 
M could easily start ofTOnce 
S Upon A Time..." 
M The main characters are pro- 
■ fessionals like yourself, faced with 

the complex task of evaluating 
and implementing network stra---- 
face of constantly shifting 
carrier regulations and options 
rapidly changing technology, 
and a rising chorus of vendor 
claims and promises that hold 
more smoke than substance. 
Just like a fairy tale, you have 
to travel through this fantasy- 
filled world in order to safely 
arrive at a happy ending. 
The danger is, you could 
very well end up with some¬ 
thing we call the "Jury-Rigged 
Network”. 

And it won't resemble a happy ending. 

The Jury-Rigged Network 
And How To Avoid It. 
In simple terms, a Jury-Rigged Network is 
one that was never designed or imple¬ 
mented within a total systems perspective. 
The individual components, too often a 
mn-and-match assortment, are forced to 
perform at degraded levels to achieve ad 
hoc compatibility. In effect, the whole net¬ 
work becomes less than the sum of its 
parts, with the end user left to discover—as 
he certainly will—the weak links built into 
his network by a vendor who never really 
held more than a few pieces to the puzzle. 
A vendor who may not be around when the 
puzzle comes apart. 

Therefore, the key to managing risk in 
the development of your network lies with 
selecting the right vendor. A vendor more 
interested in developing a long-term strat¬ 
egy for your success than selling his off- 
the-shelf products. Choose wisely and 
you're no longer talking about a vendor. 

ffe can design, 
build, stage, test, 
install, manage, ser¬ 
vice and upgrade 
your network and 
never lift the phone 
todudathird-party 
vended’ 

league by itself. 
Longago.we 

neering, creating one of 
the largest research and 
development operations 
in the industry. Utilizing our 
comprehensive technotogi- 
cal capabilities—which 
indudesVLSIdesign— 

we’ve been able to develop truly superior 
products, and build in network integrity 
from the smallest system to the largest. 
Wfe've also been able to deliver end user 
benefits no other company can offer: 
backward and forward compatibility in , 
all our network equipment; products I 
that achieve an MTBF 50—200% 
higher than our leading competitors; 
and a third generation network manage¬ 
ment system that's more reliable and 













COMPUTERINDUSTRY 

Soderblom renegotiates license with IBM 

George J Weiss 

November 20, 1987 

GARTNER I 

W couldn’t have said it better. 
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With rapid overseas expansion, companies are out¬ 

growing their existing suppliers. But AT&T* Worldwide 

Intelligent Network” can meet your changing communi¬ 

cations needs no matter where your business takes you. 

Through cooperative efforts with PTI* around the 

world, this network utilizes cable and satellite facilities 

between the US. and other countries while implementing 

state-of-the-art optical fiber technology. 

This technology gives you choice and flexibility with 

a wide range of data, voice and video services. AT&T 

International DMXPHONE* Digital Service, fix example, 

streamlines data transfer and order/fentry processing Also, 

there* AT&T International ACCUNET* fticket Service, 

which handles interactive applications with speed and 

accuracy. These and many other AT&T services can help 

you globalize applications. 

And with AT&T* subsidiary offices overseas, you can 

count on reliable customer service to back up our many 

international services. Whether it* facilitating new service 

installment or keeping existing services operating 

smoothly and efficiently, you can count on AT&T. 

AT&T can tailor services fix your business needs and 

assist in long-range planning So call your account 

executive, or the International Response Center at 

1 800 448-8600 Ext 349, and find out how AT&T can meet 

your needs in the international marketplace. 

From equipment to networking from computers 

tn mmmnnifation^ ATAT is thf right cMff 

AT&T 
The right choice. 



Welwmt.'to 5x14k. Bou'tv «n4 "troll, 
Inhere, all sK*.«'«. SUCCESS ourvcl 
OXt Cdpy 0-f C<sr*pv'f«.>' K»r(d. " 

While sharing success is admirable, 
sharing COMPUTERWORLD is not. 

Because when a magazine is meant to be pored over 
and referred to, it’s meant to be kept close at hand. 

The solution? 
Your own subscription. 

You can have a personal subscription to 
COMPUTERWORLD. All yours. Every week. 

It will give you a complete rundown of everything 
that’s happening in the computing arena — a macro 
package at a micro price. You’ll stay on top of the 
news and nuances of the industry. And the praises 
and problems of its products. 

In fact, with COMPUTERWORLD in your hand, 
you’ll have the best possible grip on your field. 

12 issues of 
COMPUTERWORLD FOCUS free. 

Order your own subscription to COMPUTER- 
WORLD today. You’ll get 51 information-packed 
issues. Plus 12 bonus issues of COMPUTER- 
WORLD FOCUS — absolutely FREE. So in addition 
to getting the weekly news of the computer commu¬ 
nity, you’ll get an in-depth exploration of its most 
timely topics. Topics that include communications, 
data security, networking, PCs and more. 

Plus you’ll get our special Spotlight section. 
Featuring detailed head-to-head comparisons of the 
industry 's latest products. 

So call now. (Or use the order form bound into 
this issue.) And get your own subscription. Because 
the people who share success aren’t the ones 
sharing COMPUTERWORLD. 

1-800-255-6286 
(in NJ call 1-800-322-6286) 

THE NEWSWEEK1Y FOR THE COMPUTER COMMUNITY 
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“For Source Edp, 
Computerworld is a 

people - and profit-pull 





“The bottom line is results. 
What Fm seeing, thanks to Computervvorkl, 

is beyond our e^ectatians.” 
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if S NEW! 

It’s 

Computerworld’s 

Product Classified 
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Our Silentwriter" LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular 
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript* and LaserJet Plus emulation. 

Tliat alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many 
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IBM 

|jg| _c_ compatibility. PC Week stated, “the LC890 
__ — . . ~ „ ““ is actually better than having both an Apple 

.. LaserWriter Plus and an HP LaserJet Plus on 
*iull l | Wi'irw your desk.” Equally impressed, PC Magazine 

j^»*JSrtinSLy>£ awarded it an “Editor’s Choice.” And cited it 
in their “Best of 1987” issue. 

And because the Silentwriter has a simple, 
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact, it’s twice 
as reliable as ordinary lasers, with an average life of600,000 pages. 

If you don’t require the power ofourLC890, con- /*f _ 
sider the rest of thefamily. The LC850 for text applica- I { i 
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex WHEN YOU WNTTHEMTO 

To start producing your own headlines, Mj 
call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635). 
We’ll send you reprints of all the great m 
reviews and the name of the NECIS dealer 
nearest you. 




